Publishing the content given by a Subject Matter Expert
(SME) to NPTEL as a web/video course
"NPTEL contents are distributed to the public at large, both in India and abroad,
under a Creative Commons License CC BY and SA through websites and mirror
sites set up from time to time. The access to the websites will remain free all the
times. BY refers to any user other than the creator, to give attribution to the source
files of the authors he or she wants to modify and SA means he /she shares the
modified source with at least one free e-copy on the server accessible to all the
users (Share Alike). For more details the publishers and you may examine the
License no. 4 and the license agreement under that category. The URL
is www.creativecommons.org. By arrangement with the funders and organizers of
NPTEL project (Government of India and seven IITs and IISc) , the creator of the
course has the freedom to modify his or her content and publish this as books while
leaving the source at NPTEL site unaltered and in perpetual free access to all the
viewers of the site.
If you are one of the authors of a course, the above is applicable to only the
writings that you contributed under that course. You or your coauthors do not
otherwise need any permission from NPTEL or Government of India for
publishing books of your NPTEL contributions which have been accepted from
you by the NPTEL as belonging to your intellectual creation and submitted to the
project for the above permitted activities. They may not contain materials from
other sources copyrighted for distribution by that source. (Figures, tables, charts or
other material collected or referenced by you on from Internet or other sources).
This clarification thus does not apply to any such materials. NPTEL has taken best
efforts to ensure that the contents of its website and the information provided
therein are accurate. NPTEL makes no warranties as to the information provided
in its website or to the materials distributed by any author or publisher in this
regard. "

